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Context clues synonyms worksheets 4th grade printable free activities printable

You can also celebrate it on 2/2/22 if you prefer. In this unit, you will find: *Anchor Charts for Essential Question (2 versions), Narrative Nonfiction, Author's Purpose, Ask and Answer Questions, Main Topic, Key Details, Past-Tense VePage 21St. Patrick's Day themed NO PREP printables for March! You will get 49 math printables and 22 ELA St.
Patrick's Day activities. I've created 15 posters to help you students say "ADIOS" to boring words, as they welcome new and powerful words to their vocabulary.Each poster has 12-16 synonyms to replace commonly overused words. The questions are multiple choice. I have the perfect game for you! Updated in 2020 to include quick lists for quick
targets for speech and language to use with this open-ended game (the quick lists have common articulation targets: p, b, m, n, t, d, y, w, k, g, f, v, l, s, z, sh, ch, j, th, r, vocalic r, blends); the language targets include: antonyms/synonyms, compare/contraPage 23INCLUDED IN POP THE PIG ARTICULATION:/B,M,P,T,D,F,V,K,G,L,R,S,TS,Z,TH,CH,SH/ &
MULTISYLLABIC WORDS40 CARDS PER SOUNDBLANK SET OF CARDSCOVER CARDSEACH SOUND HAS ITS OWN COLOR BORDER FOR EASY PREP!POP THE PIG LANGUAGE INCLUDES:ACTION VERBSACTION VERBS (REAL PICTURES)IRREGULAR PAST TENSEPLURALSFUNCTIONSNAME THE CATEGORYNAME 3 ITEMS IN A
CATEGORYWHAT DOESN’T BELONG?COMPARE & CONTRASTPREPOSITIONSHOMOPHONES (PICTURES)HOMOPHONES (WORDS ONLY)HOMONYMS (PICTURES)HOMONYMS (WORDS ONLY)ANTONYMS (PICTPage 24Morning Work, Grammar, ELA, Homework, Small Group, Whole Class, Test Prep, Whole Year, No Prep, Writing, Literacy,
CCSS, Bundle! This is a BUNDLE PACK of morning work for your 3-5 ELA classroom for the ENTIRE YEAR! This bundle pack includes monthly themed morning work targeting CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L4.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking. This second grade grammar bundle
consists the following: nouns (common, proper, possessive), verbs(action, helping, linking), collective nouns, irregular plural nouns, reflexive pronouns, irregular verbs, adverbs, simple and compound sentences, capitalization, commas in letters, contractions, context clues, prefixes, suffixes, compound words, synonyms/antonyms shadPage 16Are you
looking for clear visuals to explain sounds, syllables, spelling rules, and parts of language? Common Core aligned and great for literacy centers or word work in grade 1, grade 2, and grade 3!--Common Core Standards addressed:*CCS.1.L.5b: Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, glare, scowl) and
closely related adjectives differing in intensity (e.gPage 3Synonyms for 60+ words – Charts, Flip Books and Posters in two sizes. Just need to print, cut, color and paste! Articulation unit covers 21 sounds: B, P, T, D, F, V, J, K, G, L, M, N, R, S, Z, Sh, CPage 11SUMMER SECOND GRADE MORNING WORK Practice major standards every morning in a
fun, consistent format which promotes independent work! Easily differentiate for your students with two levels of the pages provided. I have the perfect game for you! Updated in 2020 to include quick lists for quick targets for speech and language to use with this open-ended game (the quick lists have common articulation targets: p, b, m, n, t, d, y,
w, k, g, f, v, l, s, z, sh, c Summarize, Sequence of Events, Monitor and Clarify, Predict and Infer, Question, Evaluate, Story Structure, Fantasy and Reality, Predicting Outcomes, Compare and Contrast, Fact and Opinion, Categorize and Classify, Making Judgments, Topic and Main Idea, Problem Solving, Making Inferences, Drawing Conclusions, Cause
and Effect, NotingPage 26Build A Turkey: Open-ended Game + Quick Lists for Articulation and Language Speech therapy targetsSLPs: Need an open-ended game to use with your articulation or language flashcards? Color and black and white versions are included.These posters will help your students to use more ambitious vocabulary by
encouraging them to choose more interesting or powerful words for their writing.(This product was updated in July 2019, however the original version is in the pack if anyone needs it) The words used in this set are:Fast, slow, big, small, tall, short, dirty, clean, hot, cold, young, old, soft, hard, awake,Page 4Synonyms and Antonyms WorksheetsYour
purchase includes...-32 no-prep printables that require students to color synonyms and antonyms of the following words: gentle, rough, dirty, spotless, quick, sluggish, lovely, unpleasant, grand, unimportant, tiny, vast, cold, hot, crowded, empty, lengthy, concise, nearby, distant, hungry, satisfied, nervous, peaceful, exciting, boring, expensive, cheap,
wealthy, penniless, strong, delicate-1 printable (duplicated 32 times using 32 words) that requires studenPage 5Are you tired of your students using the same boring words over and over again in their writing? This novel study for Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing, by Judy Blume, contains 106 pages of resources, including comprehension and
vocabulary by section, reading response activities, assessments, and more.Focus standards include figurative language, cause and effect, character analysis, point of view, and plot.No-prep, predictable, and extremely user-friendly, this literature guide is perfect for whole class, small group, or independent study. ♥Perfect for distance learning.
Grammar skills are easy to review when you use these quick and easy no-prep quizzes! Each quiz consists of ten question and ten answer slides. This resource is packed with a variety of stress free, no prep printables for math and ELA that are perfect for review, early finishers, centers, supplementing lessons, morning work, substitutes, homework,
and more. 80 PAGES!For more ChristmasPage 7This is a HUGE grammar bundle with 152 worksheets covering common nouns, proper nouns, adjectives, action verbs, pronouns, plurals, irregular nouns, compound words, synonyms, antonyms, contractions, homophones, articles, prepositions, sentences, punctuation, capital letters, conjunctions,
commas in a series, commas for adjectives, possessive apostrophe simple/compound/complex sentences and so much more!The packets included are:Grammar Packet 1 – Nouns, adjectives, verbs and more!Grammar Packet 2Page 8This YEAR-LONG Vocabulary Curriculum BUNDLE for second grade includes 32 weeks of vocabulary instruction, lesson
plans, activities, discussions, word play games, digital and printable books, passages, synonym and antonym sorts, vocabulary puzzles, writing response printables for vocabulary and word application, word guides for the teacher, vocabulary cards for vocabulary notebooks, research and rationale guides, and assessments! The year-long curriculum
will expose your students to a wide varietPage 9We cover the following fifteen grammar topics in this bundle: Adjectives, Adverbs, Antonyms, Articles, Collective nouns, Compound words, Conjunctions, Contractions, Homophones, Nouns, Verbs, Parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs), prepositions, pronouns, and synonyms (300 slides
in total). This set includes 44 worksheets plus one blank shamrock page.Included worksheets:• 16 sounds (f, g, j, k, l, l blends, initial r, vocalic r, r blends, s, s blends, v, y, z, ch, sh, th) • CV, CVC, CVCV words• Pronouns • Categories • Synonyms• Antonyms• Features• Functions• Blank page you can customize To use cut out the shamrockPage
18SHARK FIN, ARTICULATION INCLUDES:/B,P,M,D,T,F,V,CH,SH/ COMBO & MULTI-SYLLABIC WORDS/G,K,TH/*INITIAL, MEDIAL, & FINAL POSITIONS/L,R,S/*INITIAL, MEDIAL, & FINAL POSITIONS, BLENDS* BLANK SHARK FIN TEMPLATE*BLANK OCEAN (TO GLUE SHARK FINS ON)CHECKLISTSHARK FIN, LANGUAGE
INCLUDES:ACTION VERBSIRREGULAR PAST TENSEPLURALSIRREGULAR PLURALSFUNCTIONSASSOCIATIONSNAME THE CATEGORYNAME 3 ITEMS IN A CATEGORYWHAT DOESN’T BELONG?COMPARE & CONTRASTPREPOSITIONSANTONYMNSSYNONYMSHOMOPHONESHOMONYMS* BPage 19A Dab of Speech and Language for the
YEAR! These speech therapy activities are super fun and engaging! They cover articulation, language, and fluency (stuttering)! This bundle contains 564+ pages of NO PREP activities that represent all seasons and occasions! Included Activities:Speech: “A dab of…,” “Spin and Dab,” and “Dab and Say,” activities for /k, g, t, p, f, v, s, r, l, sh, ch, th/,
consonant blends, and cvc words! Language: Skills addressed are sequencing, prepositions, antonyms, synonymsPage 20Reading Wonders 2nd Grade Unit 3, Week 3 This 100-page unit is a supplement for the Reading Wonders series Grade 2 Unit 3, Week 3. This fun, engaging review covers 5th grade ELA eligible content including: poetry vocabulary
(idiom, metaphor, personification, alliteration)nonfiction vocabulary (main idea, compare contrast, opinion, chronological, heading)fiction vocabulary (theme, setting, resolution, climax)parts of speech (conjunction, preposition, correlative conjunctions, interjectionsand more including antonym, syPage 15How do you have your students soak in the
information that you taught in a whole group lesson and practice it in school and at home? Each sheet comes in two options - one with handwriting lines and one without. No prep is involved and the only supplies you need are pencils and crayons. Students writePage 10A colorful no prep print and go packet containing 6 activities using rainbow speech
snowballs. My 54 page Comprehension Skill and Strategy Posters has the right amount of wow and sass wrapped into one file! Included are posters for... I wanted activities and centers that provide visual supports, readable fonts, clear directions, and structure for my students to practice the skills introduced by Reading Wonders. Students can access
tPage 2Five cut and paste activity sheets designed to help students practice determining shades of meaning among synonyms. They will learn about pairs, homophones, homonyms, synonyms, antonyms, doubles, adding 2s and more.Activities include:Pairs, Pairs Everywhere original bookFind and Color the Pairs2s Day Crowns (2 versions)Homophones
anchorPage 14Prepare your fifth graders for your state test! Or, use as a distance learning end-of-year reading review. Specifically targeting one week of the following concepts: Check out the preview for an exampPage 25Do you love sassy? These 26 posters will assist you in your Orton Gillingham or other phonics lessons.Content
covered:Consonants,Digraphs,Blends,Vowels,Vowel teams,Vowel digraphs,Diphthongs,R-controlled vowels,Syllables,Closed syllables,Open syllables,VCE syllables,R-controlled syllables,Vowel Team syllables,Diphthong syllables,c-le syllables,Morphemes,Prefix,Suffix,Root words,Phoneme,Phonogram,Compound word,HomoPage 17Bring a bit o' luck to
your speech sessions with this easy no-prep shamrock craftivity! This activity is great for St. Patrick's Day or can be used for a spring theme. Small buckets can be purchased at the Target Dollar Spot Language unit covers 13 goals: Pronouns, regular verbs, irregular verbs, Plurals, irregular plurals, Categories, 1 step directions, 2 step directions,
Synonyms, Antonyms, Compare/contrast, Idioms, and Spatial concepts. The following word posters are included: good, bad, ugly, sad, happy, big, smart, mad, love, cold, hot, pretty, boring, moving fast, and moving slow.If you have a suggestion of another overused word tPage 6BIG SAVINGS!!! Over 40 different language arts activities that include
common noun, proper nouns, compound words, types of sentences, syllables, synonyms, antonyms, similes, singular and plural nouns, commas, contractions, adjectives, alphabetical order, comparatives and superlatives, past, present, and future tense, irregular verbs, quotations, rhymes, alliteration, subject-verb agreement, sentence writing with
capitalization and punctuation, and writing activities. Great for independent or small group work! This packet contains: Pot o' GoldPage 22 SLPs: Need an open-ended game to use with your articulation or language flashcards? Teachers/Counselors: Need a fun holiday game to play in small groups? This pack includes reading, writing, math, games,
crafts and fun activities for your primary students. Includes practice of addition, subtraction, expanded form, rhymes, even/odd numbers, skip counting, affixes, prefixes, suffixes, , capitalization, end marks, synonyms, antonyms, base ten, weather, date, and seasons. Your students will love to say their names with the affirmations each daPage 12These
Summer-themed handy digital cards are perfect for teletherapy, distance learning, or just to have in face to face sessions to grab-n-go! Target language, articulation, and phonological processes all in one comprehensive digital resource! LanguageConcepts included: vocabulary, categories, same/different, associations, size, spatial concepts, plurals,
object function, pronouns, verbs, synonyms, antonyms, describing, yes/no questions, 1- and 2-step directions, what questions, where questions,Page 13Celebrate Two's Day 2's Day in your primary classroom with this engaging unit! Tuesday, February 22, 2022 is Two's Day.
Social Emotional Learning Curriculum. Research shows that a social-emotional learning curriculum can lead to improved academic performance. Explore … “The Velveteen Rabbit” is a beloved classic children’s story. It provides the passage for this context clue worksheet. Your student will match the word from the text with another word that means
almost the same thing. Use it as a drill for 3rd grade Common Core Standards for Language, or for other students as needed. Search Printable 3rd Grade Grammar Worksheets Understanding all the components of grammar is key to building competent and confident readers and writers. Our third grade grammar worksheets help strengthen such
skills as understanding subject-verb agreement, deciphering the main idea of a story, identifying prepositions and select pronouns, and so much more. The fifth grade spelling words curriculum below spans 36 weeks and includes a master spelling list and five different printable spelling activities per week to help support learning. You may print
materials for your classroom or distribute them to parents for home use. (read more about the spelling curriculum design.) To take full advantage of the program, consider using the spelling … 3rd Grade Grammar: Key Skills and Worksheets; 41 Engaging 2nd Grade Writing Prompts (With Free Printable) 43 Dynamic Writing Prompts for High School;
4th Grade Grammar: Key Skills and Worksheets; 5 Activities for Teaching Vocabulary (Fun but Effective) 50 Fun First Grade Writing Prompts (With Printable) 50 Kindergarten Writing Prompts With ...
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